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Southwest Corridor Alignment

• 12-mile alignment between 
downtown Portland & 
Tualatin

• Up to 13 stations 

• Serves cities of Portland, 
Tigard, Durham, Tualatin & 
surrounding communities

• Easy 30-minute ride 
between Bridgeport Village 
& downtown Portland

Image Source: TriMet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Southwest Corridor is a 12-mile route connecting regional centers including downtown Portland, the Tigard Triangle, downtown Tigard, and Bridgeport Village in 30 minutes while avoiding traffic congestion. The corridor will run along existing roadways and railroad corridors and utilize new elevated structures where needed. 
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Expands a Multi-Line Regional System

• Provides an alternative  
to congested highways 
& streets 

• Is critical to region’s 
economic growth & 
affordable housing

• Frees up roads for 
transport of goods & 
services

• Can be catalytic for 
improvements to 
streets, trails & natural 
resources

Southwest Corridor
Image Source: TriMet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SW Corridor extends new access to the regional multi-line light rail system that’s already in place.  As the need for private vehicles is reduced, this system is intended to reduce congestion and allow more capacity for goods and services to move throughout the region, which, in turn, helps to support the economy.  Investments in light rail infrastructure can be shared with and improve local roadways, sidewalks, bike lanes, parks, trails, creeks and wetlands.  All of these lead to an increased quality of life for everyone as growth takes place in the region. 
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Connecting Job Centers

Image Source: Where are the Jobs? Employment in America, 2014 

Southwest Corridor

Manufacturing and Logistics

Professional Services

Healthcare, Education & Government

Retail, Hospitality, and Other Services

*one dot = one job

Orange Line Construction Jobs
• Orange Line – Over 14,000
• Contractors throughout state 

and region
• DBE Contracts 

SWC Construction Jobs estimated 
at 23,000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increasingly, commuters travel in both directions between Portland and its surrounding communities each day. With the expected increase in residents and traffic congestion throughout the next decades, the SWC introduces additional transit capacity that will serve the 20,000+ workers commuting both ways among Portland, Tigard, and Tualatin. 
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Project Cost and Proposed Finance Plan

Image Source: Where are the Jobs? Employment in America, 2014 

Southwest Corridor Project Cost Target $2.375b

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increasingly, commuters travel in both directions between Portland and its surrounding communities each day. With the expected increase in residents and traffic congestion throughout the next decades, the SWC introduces additional transit capacity that will serve the 20,000+ workers commuting both ways among Portland, Tigard, and Tualatin. 
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Helps Focus Regional Growth

Image Source: Opus Group Image Source: Casey Braunger, Ankrom Moisan Architects

Up to

according to TriMet dataaccording to Metro data predicted without the Southwest Corridor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Urban centers can successfully concentrate development versus continuing inefficient dispersed patterns of land use.  One goal is to make these areas more walkable neighborhoods with services, amenities, and equitable, affordable housing.  The places can resonate with unique identity and foster a sense of community.  They can be connected with sidewalks, trails and bike routes.
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Project Timeline

Image Source: Opus Group Image Source: Casey Braunger, Ankrom Moisan Architects

Metro CMAQ committed 
funds through Project 
Development

Local/State/Regional Funds 
support Engineering Phase

Local/State/Regional remaining funds and 
FTA New Starts Grant through construction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Urban centers can successfully concentrate development versus continuing inefficient dispersed patterns of land use.  One goal is to make these areas more walkable neighborhoods with services, amenities, and equitable, affordable housing.  The places can resonate with unique identity and foster a sense of community.  They can be connected with sidewalks, trails and bike routes.
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Image Source: Bruce Forster

Presenter
Presentation Notes
End of presentation
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